Dear Chief Justice Cantil-Sakauye and Associate Justices:

Pursuant to California Rule of Court 8.500, subdivision (g), Consumer Watchdog and Basin and Range Watch respectfully submit this *amicus curiae* letter in support of the petition for review filed in the above-entitled case.

Consumer Watchdog advocates for consumers rights and seeks to hold corporations and government officials accountable in the courts and before regulatory agencies, including the Public Utilities Commission. Consumer Watchdog has created a website to track the scandals occurring at the PUC, gathering...
hundreds of thousands of documents and emails that are coming into the public domain through the Public Records Act. Our searchable database allows consumers and all Californians to expose the webs of corruption between state energy regulators and the energy industry they regulate.

Basin and Range Watch is a nonprofit advocacy group working to conserve the deserts of Nevada and California. We advocate before many federal and state agencies, including the PUC, which are deciding whether to open up unspoiled habitat and public land to energy development. Our goal is to identify the problems of energy sprawl and find solutions that will preserve our natural ecosystems, open spaces and quality of life for local communities. We have participated in prior PUC proceedings concerning transmission lines, solar plants, wind projects and renewable energy efficiency rules, among other proceedings.

The petition for review challenges an order by the Court of Appeal for the Second Appellate District, Division Five, summarily denying a petition for a writ of review of a decision by the PUC to approve contracts proposed by Southern California Edison Company (“SCE”) for the construction of three new fossil fuel power plants in the Los Angeles Basin, which will operate for twenty years. The PUC approved the three new gas-plant even though, according to the PUC’s own findings and conclusions in a prior proceeding, SCE has more than enough power to meet demand in the L.A. Basin, and, if any need for more power exists, it can be filled with clean and renewable energy alternatives, as state law requires. (See Petition for Review, at pp. 17, 19.)

The L.A. Basin case is not the first time the PUC has approved contracts for new gas-fired power plants in the face of evidence that the plants are not needed. Consumer and environmental groups have been complaining for years that the PUC consistently accedes to new gas-plant contract proposals made by utilities, which profit from such contracts in myriad ways, despite the PUC’s mandate under state law to reduce reliance on gas-fired generation to meet power needs and to, instead, increase the availability of clean and renewable power sources.\(^1\)

\(^1\) Governor’s Executive Order B-30-15 (Apr. 2015); Pub. Util. Code, §§ 399.11 454.5, subd. (b)(9)(C); Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 26001, directing the state to use all practical means to promote the prompt and efficient development of renewable energy sources; On September 8, 2016, § 38566 was added to the California Health and Safety Code
Recently, a public scandal erupted after secret emails between PUC officials and utility executives were disclosed exposing the PUC’s decision-making as a product of its “cozy” relations with the utilities it is tasked with regulating.\(^2\) Widespread news coverage led to a public outcry over “what critics have called a lax culture of regulatory oversight at the PUC.”\(^3\) In response, federal prosecutors and the State Attorney General initiated still-ongoing investigations into corruption, influence-peddling, and other criminal and negligent conduct by the PUC, uncovering further evidence that PUC decisions are being made based on backroom deals with utilities and power plant developers outside the formal administrative process.\(^4\)

A utility lawyer accused former PUC President Michael Peevey of engineering a secret quid pro quo, offering a utility approval of its then-pending power plant proposal in exchange for an agreement to support and build a $740 million power plant that Peevey wanted.\(^5\) Both power plants were then built, although both were not needed. Testimony at a state Senate hearing later that revealed that improper favor trading was involved in the PUC’s approval of several utility-proposed power plant projects.\(^6\) Peevey, whose personal residence was

---


\(^5\) According to an insider, Peevey told San Diego Gas & Electric Company that it would receive approval to acquire the Palomar Energy Center in Escondido if the utility agreed to a large power purchase from a different plant in Otay Mesa, even though SDG&E only needed 300 MW of electricity total. See letter written by Attorney Kelly Foley, March 10, 2015, available at [https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/2891194/Kelly-Foley-Testimony.pdf](https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/2891194/Kelly-Foley-Testimony.pdf).

searched for evidence under subpoena by law enforcement, announced his retirement the day after a state Senate bill was introduced that would have removed him from his post if he had been reappointed after his term expired in December 2015.7

Shortly after the Court of Appeal’s summary denial of the writ petition in this case, the State Auditor issued a scathing report confirming the PUC has engaged in improper communications with regulated utilities on pending PUC matters.8 The State Auditor found that PUC disclosure rules do not require PUC “decision makers to take responsibility for disclosing ex parte communications” with parties in pending PUC proceedings but that the PUC failed to implement its own consultant’s recommendations for guarding against such inappropriate contacts.9 The consultant found that the PUC’s ex parte contacts with interested parties made it an outlier compared to other California agencies and other state PUCs.10 The Auditor focused on specific recent cases before the PUC, concluding that inappropriate private communications between PUC commissioners and interested parties “cast doubt on how well [the PUC’s decisions] protect[ed] ratepayers” and led to questions about “the integrity of [the decisions.]”11 Other inappropriate practices that the Auditor criticized included Commissioners’ acceptance of international travel, meals and gifts from entities whose board members are high-level employees of utilities and other parties with financial interests in matters before the PUC. The Auditor found that interested parties used the gifts as opportunities to access and influence commissioners, opportunities the commissioners granted.12

The L.A. Basin case was no exception to the back-room deal-making engaged in by key Commissioners. In the L.A. Basin case, the PUC approved contracts worth an estimated $100 million between SCE and a company founded by political-insider Susan Kennedy.13 Ms. Kennedy is a former PUC commissioner who also served as

---

9 Id. at p.18.
10 Id.
11 Id. at p.15.
12 Id. at p.18 and 21.
13 Advanced Microgrid Solutions, Advanced Microgrid Solutions Selected for Groundbreaking Clean Energy Project.
Chief of Staff to former Governor Schwarzenegger and is a confidante of current PUC President Picker. 14 During the proceedings in this case, Kennedy, then also a lobbyist for PUC-regulated utility companies, engaged in regular backchannel communications with Commissioner Picker about her company and other relevant topics at issue in the pending proceeding. 15 Kennedy only founded her energy storage company two months after SCE issued its request for offers, so the company had no operating history, no specifically identified technology, no creditor collateral, and no site control. 16 The bid evaluation criteria explicitly included bidder experience 17, yet the PUC nonetheless approved contracts worth approximately $100 million with Kennedy’s fledgling company. 18

During the pendency of the L.A. Basin proceeding, Kennedy co-hosted a tribute dinner for Peevey, who was still PUC President at the time, but under investigation. Kennedy worked with Commissioner Picker, the assigned commissioner in the L.A. Basin case, to solicit donations from parties with financial

---

14 McDonald, CPUC Approves Edison Energy Deal, San Diego Union Trib. (Nov. 19, 2015) available at: http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/watchdog/sdt-ams-energy-storage-edison-cpuc-2015nov19.htmlstory.html (“The price Edison is paying will not be made public for up to three years, although industry estimates have pegged the Advanced Microgrid share around $100 million.”)


interests before the PUC. Commissioner Picker admitted that he acted at the request of Ms. Kennedy.

That the PUC engages in a practice of secretly communicating with utilities and other insiders about matters pending before it, and issues decisions influenced by these improper contacts, demonstrates that PUC decisions need to be subjected to careful scrutiny. Yet obtaining meaningful judicial review of PUC decisions is virtually impossible, as this case illustrates. Because a petition for writ of review is the sole means of challenging a PUC decision, and the appellate courts typically summarily deny such petitions without plenary consideration of their merits, the PUC’s decisions are essentially immune from challenge. (Pacific Bell v. Public Utilities Com., (2000) 79 Cal. App. 4th 269 [Holding that a petition for a writ of review to challenge a decision of the Public Utilities Commission is not equal to an appeal to the Court of Appeal as a matter of right.]; Cal. Pub. Util. Code §§ 1756, 1757; Cal. Const. art. XII, § 5). Indeed, the Court of Appeal for the First Appellate District, Division Two recently held that, while a statutory right exists to challenge by superior court action the failure of any other public agency to produce documents requested under the Public Records Act, Gov. Code §§ 6250-6270.5 (“PRA”), the PUC’s failure to comply with PRA requests seeking disclosure of documents revealing its improper communications with regulated utilities is reviewable only by means of petition for extraordinary writ. (Pub. Util. Com’n v. Superior Court (Aug. 31, 2016), Case No. A147570.) Thus, opponents of the PUC’s gas plant contract approvals face a difficult hurdle just to get the evidence they need to challenge the approvals. If they succeed and the PUC denies it did anything wrong, opponents must take their chances with a second writ petition. A petition for review of this PRA opinion by the First District, Division Two, is currently pending before this Court as Case Number S237199.

---


The L.A. Basin case presents the Court with an ideal opportunity to restore public confidence in the judicial process and the PUC. The Court should grant review in the L.A. Basin case to signal the appellate courts that, because judicial review of PUC decisions is available solely by means of petition for extraordinary writ, such petitions should not be summarily denied unless they clearly lack merit. The writ petition in this case raised at least plausible arguments that the PUC failed to proceed in the manner required by law and abused its discretion in approving the three new gas power plant contracts, despite the PUC’s own findings and conclusions in its previous decision indicating that the plants are not needed. (See Petition for Review, pp. 22-23.) At minimum, the petition made a sufficient showing to warrant plenary review. Therefore, we respectfully urge the Court to grant review, even if only for the purpose of transferring the matter back to the Court of Appeal for a full merits review.
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